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the only album miles davis & gil evans ever recorded together. it's a'side' album, something of an educational experiment, where davis
transcribes the music of three french composers: debussy, ravel and fauré. in the process, he also experiments with a new sound and a
new kind of instrumental freedom, playing solo piano. with a booker nominated novel, the piano players (1988), the lost memory (1990),

winner of the hawthornden prize (1991) and much acclaimed non-fiction, a day in the life (1993), henry miller was a major literary force in
the world of the english language. this collected letters brings together his autobiography, but with a new title - for he never named it an

autobiography - and is presented in the form of a collection of 20 letters that relate to his life, work, travels and friends. together they offer
a fascinating and clear-eyed portrait of a man of real accomplishment. his writing is also the key to his final, secret life. his love affairs -

with younger men - seem to reveal a man whose detachment was at least in part a form of self-protection. these same affairs were
recorded in his later works. the first europe tour without bill evans, who had left. it was a tour that began badly with a simple hotel room

altercation with saxophonist richard davis which spiralled into the second musician's resignation, and culminated in a massive drug bust at
the hotel in copenhagen. the discovery of the world's largest coal deposit in the northern territory's cook (khunduin) river valley, over 200
years ago, changed everything for the people living in this area. it has been estimated that, at its peak, the cook river's coal produced the
equivalent of at least 1200 megawatts of electricity daily. yet only a handful of people today benefit from this resource. as the fortunes of

the community and the coal industry began to decline, the roper river bridge became the symbolic battleground between the villagers who
see it as a lifeline to the outside world, and the miners who see it as a barricade to their business. built within examines how the epic battle

between the coal miners and their antagonists continues to this day. this film won the 2009 peace prize at venice film festival.
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christmas island, a large atoll in the indian ocean, is home to two ethnic groups:
indigenous indigenous islanders, and an indonesian community. the film explores

the difficult yet rich history of christmas island and its role in the australian
economy. the commonwealth of australia is directly descended from the british
empire. few realise that the british flag was first raised in new holland on the
eastern coast of australia nearly 400 years ago. this first settlement was an

absolute disaster: the settlers survived three years only before being deported
back to england. but unlike the british, the dutch then retained the land and

developed it, becoming australia's most successful nation. by 1788 the dutch had
moved 1500 miles north to create a colony on the other side of the blue mountains.
here they developed more than a hundred farms and fifty towns. but over the next

150 years the colony was reduced by the same bloody arguments about land
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ownership which made the united states of america the world's land of contention.
the dutch were unprepared for the rugged, conservative climate and, emasculated

by alcohol, they showed little interest in tilling their inhospitable soil. in the long
run, they gave away their new colony, which was then run as a penal settlement in

van dieman's land (now tasmania) and renamed tasmania. the dutch are still
among the largest owners of land in that state. the exploration of the dutch lands

continues, as well as their ownership and control of large areas of western
australia. as part of the british empire, the australian realms were those 'leased'

from the queen. yet the lease is due to be terminated in the 21st century, in favour
of more direct australian control of her own colonial domains. 5ec8ef588b
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